
ASSERTIVENESS



House Rules:

Be on time. 
Put your phone on silent. 

Turn your video on for each session. 
Participate as fully as you can. 

Keep everything said - confidential.

(this is simple, matter of professional courtesy stuff…)



Today’s Schedule:
To keep it simple… 

We sprint for 45 minutes and rest for 15. 
That means we start every session on the hour. 

(we don’t break longer for lunch - it just slows everyone down) 

10:00am 
11:00am 
12:00pm 
1:00pm 
2:00pm 

Expect to finish about 3pm.



Ultimately, assertiveness is about 
values - living ours, not someone else’s.



The ability to 
communicate your 
needs, feelings and 
beliefs in an open 

and honest manner 
without violating the 

rights of others.



• A way to win every argument. 
• A way to get what you want. 
• A way to get others to feel like you do. 
• A way to get others to think  like you  think. 
• Telling everyone, everything - all of the time.

ASSERTIVENESS IS NOT:



• Saying ‘yes’ when you want to. 
• Saying ‘no’ when you mean no. 
• Deciding on clear boundaries. 
• Sticking to those boundaries. 
• Handling conflict if it occurs.

ASSERTIVENESS INVOLVES:



• Violating the rights of others. 
• Humiliating other people. 
• Abusing other people. 
• Aggressiveness in any form. 
• Selfishness.

ASSERTIVENESS DOES NOT INVOLVE:



• low self esteem 
• social phobia 
• depression 
• anxiety 
• stress 
• frustration 
• resentment 
• emotional outbursts 
• damaged relationships

LACK OF ASSERTIVENESS



• higher self esteem 
• less need for approval 
• better relationships 
• reduce stress 
• progress at work 
• socially adept

GENUINE ASSERTIVENESS



1. How did your family handle conflict? 
2. What did they do when they disagreed or 

were upset with one another? 
3. How did your parents teach you to deal 

with conflict? 
4. In what way did you learn to get what you 

wanted without asking for it directly? 
5. Do you still use these ways today?

Exercise:



Assertiveness is a learned behaviour. 

It is also a way of thinking. 

Babies are born assertive: they cry when they  
want something, they express emotion freely.  

They then begin to gradually adapt 

their behaviour to fit in with the responses 


they receive from their environment.

WHAT STOPS US BEING ASSERTIVE?



We may have deep seated beliefs  
about the possible negative consequences  

of speaking up for ourselves.  

These beliefs can defy logic - yet still 
determine our behaviour.

OUR BELIEFS
WHAT STOPS UP BEING ASSERTIVE?



We often lack the practice (and therefore 
the skills) to speak in an assertive manner. 

We may also confuse assertiveness 

with aggression and avoid anything that 

looks similar.

OUR SKILLS
WHAT STOPS UP BEING ASSERTIVE?



We may know how to be assertive but 
get so stressed and anxious about it 
that we can’t actually go ahead and 

put our thoughts into words. 

This is much more common than 
you may think.

OUR STRESS
WHAT STOPS UP BEING ASSERTIVE?



We may not be able to tell which 
strategy, tactic or behaviour to use in 

each situation we encounter.  

This makes ‘waiting until the next 
opportunity’ the most viable option.

CONFUSION
WHAT STOPS UP BEING ASSERTIVE?



We may have cultural norms that make it 
difficult or even ‘near impossible’ to say 

what we want.  

We may have been taught as men that it 
was weak to express emotions or as women 

that speaking up was aggressive.

OUR BACKGROUND
WHAT STOPS UP BEING ASSERTIVE?



•  reluctant to express own opinions and feelings 
•  often feels used by others 
•  doesn’t complain 
•  finds it hard to say ‘no’ 
•  agrees with what others think 
•  goes along with what others want to do 
•  ‘collapses’ in the presence of aggressive behaviour 
•  will compromise to get harmony

PASSIVE BEHAVIOUR SYMPTOMS:
UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS



• fear of rejection (even fear of rejection by 
persons unknown) 

• fear of upsetting others 
• feeling responsible (for others feelings, 
attitudes, beliefs) 

• listening to our inner critic

PASSIVE BEHAVIOUR CAUSES:
UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS



•  frequently argues with others 
•  frequently gets angry 
•  easily finds fault with others 
•  readily complains 
•  expects others to accomodate their schedule 
•  works to a ‘personal agenda’ most of the time 
•  uncaring about the needs and feeling of others

AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR SYMPTOMS:
UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS



•  satisfying their own needs 
•  disregarding the needs of others 
•  thinking they are superior 
•  childhood emotional trauma 
•  over-correcting passive behaviour 
•  inappropriate dealing with anger 
•  oversized ego (actually fragile)

AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR CAUSES:
UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS



•  able to express desires and feelings 
•  able to work well with others 
•  able to disagree with others respectfully 
•  aware of the needs and desires of others 
•  able to make concessions to others 
•  able to express a concern or a need 
•  able to say ‘no’ to others without feeling guilty

ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOUR SYMPTOMS:
UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS



PASSIVE AGRESSIVE ASSERTIVE

STYLE
Not expressing needs


Devaluing self

Waiting to be led

Domineering, insisting

Win/lose


Not listening

Honest, open, direct

Recognises own rights


Listens to others’ needs

NON-VERBAL 
BEHAVIOUR

Small posture

Quiet, hesitant voice


Little eye contact

Makes body bigger

Loud, shouting


Staring, pointing

Upright, balanced pose

Firm, clear voice


Steady eye contact

LANGUAGE
Sorry to bother you ..


I can’t seem to …

It’s only my opinion…

That won’t work

You can’t be serious

Your problem/fault

I believe/need/I’d like..

‘No’ when appropriate


Open questions

CONFLICT Careful to avoid Seeks conflict Works to resolve conflict

SELF 
EXPRESSION

Unwilling to express 
opinions, expectations, 

needs

Expects others to agree 
with opinions, satisfy 

expectations and needs

Happy to express an opinion 
but willing to listen to others; 

recognises others expectations 
and needs

UNDERLYING 
BELIEF

My needs are less 

important than yours

Your needs are less 
important than mine

My needs are important and 
your needs are important



It is a mistake to look at someone 
who is self assertive and say,  

"It's easy for her, she has  
good self-esteem."  

One of the ways you build self-
esteem is by being self-assertive 

when it is not easy to do so.  
There are always times when self-
assertiveness requires courage, no 
matter how high your self-esteem.

~ Nathaniel Brandon



1. Can you express negative feelings about other people 
and their behaviours without using abusive language?  

2. Are you able to exercise and express your strengths?  

3. Can you easily recognise and compliment other  
people’s achievements? 

4. Do you have the confidence to ask for what is 
rightfully yours? 

5. Can you accept criticism without being defensive?

Exercise 1:



6. Do you feel comfortable accepting compliments?  

7. Are you able to stand up for your rights?  

8. Are you able to refuse unreasonable requests 
from friends, family, or co-workers? 

9. Can you comfortably start a conversation with 
others?  

10.Do you ask for assistance when you need it? 

Exercise 1:



1. Do you buy things you do not want because you are 
afraid to say no to the salesperson?  

2. When you do not understand the meaning of a word, 
do you ask about it?  

3. Do you feel responsible when things go wrong, even 
if it is not your fault? 

4. Do you look directly at others when you talk to them? 

5. Do you often text or email someone about a conflict 
instead of talking to them face to face?

Exercise 2:



6. Do you feel intimidated by people in authority?  

7. Do you generally have a poor and clumsy 
posture?  

8. Do you often feel so angry you could scream?  

9. Do you feel dependant when asking for help 
from others?  

10. If someone cuts in front of you, do you usually 
tell them off? 

Exercise 2:



People learn how to 
treat us based on 

how we treat 
ourselves.  

If I don’t put a value 
on my work or my 

time, neither will the 
other person.  

Boundaries are a 
function of self 

respect and self love.



Examples: 
If I assert myself I will upset the other person and ruin our relationship 
I will feel embarrassed if I say what I think 
I shouldn’t have to say what I need or how I feel: people close to me should know 
If someone says ‘no’ to my request it is because they don’t like me 
It is rude and selfish to say what I want 
It will all work out in the end, and anyway it’s not my fault

Our beliefs about ourselves, other people and how the 
world works can often have us thinking unassertively.  

These beliefs may have helped us cope with what we 
were experiencing at the time - now as adults we 

need to question the beliefs.

KNOW YOUR BELIEFS
THINKING ASSERTIVELY



1: Identify the situation 
I asked my friend to go shopping with 
me and she said ‘no’ 

2: Identify your emotions 
What emotions am I feeling? 
How intense are they? (rate 1 - 100)

TRACK YOUR THOUGHTS
THINKING ASSERTIVELY



3: Identify your behaviour 
What did I do? 
How did I feel in my body? 
   
4: Identify your thoughts 
What was I thinking? 
What was running through my head?		  

TRACK YOUR THOUGHTS
THINKING ASSERTIVELY



5: Rate the strengths of your beliefs 
What is the strongest thought? 
How much do I believe this thought? (rate 1- 100) 
Are these passive, assertive or aggressive thoughts?

TRACK YOUR THOUGHTS
THINKING ASSERTIVELY



6: Challenging your unassertive thoughts 
Is there any evidence that my thought is true? 
Is there any evidence that my thought is not true? 
Am I ignoring my rights or the other person’s rights? 
Are there other ways of interpreting the situation?	

TRACK YOUR THOUGHTS
THINKING ASSERTIVELY



7: Invent a more balanced way of thinking and behaving 
What would be a more assertive way of thinking and 
responding? 

8: Re-rate the original emotion and strength of the belief 
What emotions am I feeling? 
How intense are they? (rate 1 - 100) 
What is the strongest thought? 
How much do I believe this thought? (rate 1- 100)

TRACK YOUR THOUGHTS
THINKING ASSERTIVELY



• Want 
• Feel 
• Express 
• Say no

I have the right to:

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
THINKING ASSERTIVELY

• Make mistakes 
• Be angry 
• Decide 
• Change my mind



• You have the right to say ‘no’. 
• You have the right to offer no justifications for your behaviour. 
• You have the right to change your mind. 
• You have the right to disagree with someone’s opinion. 
• You have the right to make mistakes. 
• You have the right to say ‘I don’t know’. 
• You have the right to say ‘I don’t understand.’ 
• You have the right to say ‘I don’t care.’

BILL OF ASSERTIVE RIGHTS



• What are your beliefs about assertiveness? (Pick one to 
work with) 

• What does holding onto this belief do to you? 
• Who will you become in 10 years as a result of this belief? 
• What will the cost be in 10 years if this belief is not 

changed? 
• Who would you become without that old belief?

THINKING ASSERTIVELY
Exercise:



Describe the actions or behaviour that you see.  

Express why that behaviour is an issue.  

Specify the resulting actions or change of 
behaviour.  

Clarify the consequences for failing to change 
behaviour.

D.E.S.C
ASSERTIVENESS TECHNIQUES



It’s sad but true that if you repeat yourself 3 times  
most people will capitulate. 

Therefore it is useful to re-state what you said.


If you can find a way to say the same thing using 
different words -you will get through even more quickly. 

NOTE: This technique is especially powerful with people  
who consider themselves to be superior to you.

BROKEN RECORD
ASSERTIVENESS TECHNIQUES



When someone is critical of you or your work  
and makes a statement such as: 

  

“You’re lazy…” “You’r always late…” “You’re stupid…” 

Ask for more information.


“Really - in what way?”  
“What exactly do you mean by that?”  

“Is this a ‘one off’ or are you putting a label on me?”

FIGHT FIRE WITH WATER
ASSERTIVENESS TECHNIQUES



When someone is critical of you or your work begin  
by making sure they hear that you agree: 

  

Accept that a part of what they say is true.


THEM:  “If you think that, you must be stupid.” 
YOU:    “I wasn’t claiming be the smartest person.” 

THEM:   “You are always making mistakes.” 
YOU:     “Yes, I do make mistakes now and then.”

NEGATIVE ASSERTION
ASSERTIVENESS TECHNIQUES



I statement allow us to take responsibility for  
a situation without blaming others. 

  
I statements make it clear how we feel.


“I feel sad and scared when you get angry.” 
“When you blame me, I feel alone”. 

“I would really like it if…” 
“I’m sure that we need to re-look at…”

I STATEMENTS
ASSERTIVENESS TECHNIQUES



I understand how you feel. 

I would feel the same if it were me in your place.


I believe you would see it differently if you  
had more information. 

Would you be prepared to listen to something 
you may not have been aware of?

DISAGREE GRACEFULLY
ASSERTIVENESS TECHNIQUES



Saying No is passive when it is 
accompanied by weak excuses 

and realisations.

Saying No is aggressive when 
it is done with contempt.

Saying No is assertive when 
it is simple and direct.

THE ART OF SAYING NO



1. Listen to the request completely and 
without interrupting. 

2. Clarify if needed. Say no immediately. 
3. Give ONE clear and honest reason. 
4. Offer to find an alternative.

4 STEPS TO SAYING NO



1. Start your sentence with no. 

2. Ask for time to consider your response. 

3. Shake your head as you say no. 

4. Frown when saying no (a smile weakens it). 

5. Stand up if possible.

TIPS FOR SAYING NO



The difference between 
successful people and really 

successful people is that 
really successful people say 

no to almost everything.
~ Warren Buffet



Training yourself to be more assertive will 
help you deal with the situations where you 

feel you lack confidence. 

It is a way of unhooking yourself from the 
learned behaviours of the past and re 

programming yourself to be more assertive.

BECOMING ASSERTIVE



Assertiveness is 
not what you do 
it is who you are.

~ Shakti Gawain



Download from the workshop page of the members site.



Download from the workshop page of the members site.



NEXT DAY Q&A 
Monday 19th October 8pm (Sydney time) 

WHAT NEXT?

You will be receiving an email from ZOOM to access this session.

Venue: Your House!

NOVEMBER WORKSHOP: HEALING THE HEARTBREAKERS: 
BETRAYAL, TRUST & ABANDONMENT 

14th November 10am - 3pm AEDT (Sydney)



REMEMBER…

Post about your progress. 

Sharing problems is as important as 
sharing victories. 

Support each other. 

Ask me anything - I will answer (in 
video!) as many questions as you ask! 


